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Preface
Be sure to read this Instruction Manual
before starting operation of the mower.
Thank you for your purchase of SHIBAURA Riding Reel Mower.
This Instruction Manual describes how to handle the mower and
precautions to be observed when operating it.
Please read this manual carefully to understand the mower and handle it
correctly.
After having read the manual, keep it close to the mower.

Cautions

Do not operate the mower without understanding the descriptions of this Manual.
When permitting some other person to operate the mower or transferring it, give
this manual together with the mower.
If the manual or safety nameplate is lost or damaged, order a substitute promptly
from our company or our dealer.
This Instruction Manual includes Precautions for safe operation . Be sure to read
them before operating the mower.
Contact your dealer about doubts or comments, if any.

Notice

Components or other specifications of the mower may be subjected to
modifications for the purpose of improvement. As a result some descriptions,
photos, or illustrations in this manual may differ from actual conditions.
This manual has been prepared with utmost efforts to avoid mistakes or omissions.
Even if any mistakes or omissions are found nevertheless, they may not be
immediately corrected.

1

Meaning of symbols

Danger

Means that, if you do not observe
the warning, death or serious
injury will result.

Warning

Means that, if you do not observe
the warning, death or serious
injury may result.

Caution
[Caution for handling]

Means that, if you do not observe
the caution, you may be injured.
Provides cautions for operations
which

operators

are

apt

to

mistake. If you do not observe the
caution,

machine

damage

or

failure may result.
<Reference>

Supplemental

description

to

improve operating efficiency or
avoid incorrect operation.
This mower is used to cut the grass on golf courses and

Object of mower

lawns with various implements installed according to the
object. Never operate it for other purposes or on a steep
slope, etc. which require the mower capacity beyond the
specified one.
Never modify the mower either. If the mower is used for any
purpose other than specified or modified, the warranty is
not applied. (See the warranty form for details.)
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Outline of manual
Describes important safety precautions for major work
items. Refer to respective item for required operation.
Also describes details and location of each safety
nameplate.

1
1

Service and warranty

Describes the warranty form and after-sale services.

2
2

Name of components

Describes names of parts which are often used.

3
3

Describes the operating lever, positions of components
and their functions which are often used.

4
4

Describes points to be checked, clothing suitable to work,
etc.

5
5

Operation and works

Describes how to start the engine, travel to move, and
transport on a truck.

6
6

C are after operation

Describes how to care the machine to keep it at good
condition after completion of operation and when not in
use for a long time.

7
7

Handling of mower

Describes how to check or adjust the mower.

8
8

Describes how to check and service the mower to operate
it without failure and in safe.

9
9

Diagnosis

Describes how to check and handle troubles. Attempt to
handle troubles before asking repair to the outside.

10
10

Others

Main consumables, standard accessories, specifications,
wiring diagram

11
11
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Section 1

Be sure to observe for safe operation

Cautions described here are vital for your safety. You should observe these cautions

1

without fail.
If you do not observe these cautions, death, injuries, accidents, or damages of the machine
may be caused.
*

Depending on the model you purchase, some descriptions in the manual may not be
different from actual condition. You should keep it in mind beforehand.

1. General precautions

Warning
Do not operate the mower in the following cases:
You cannot concentrate yourself to the work because of fatigue, sickness, influence of
drug, or other reason.
You are drunken.
You are pregnant.
You are under 18 years old.
[If you do not observe these cautions:]
Unexpected accident may be caused.
Wear clothing suitable to works.
Headband, neck wrap, or towel hung from the waist are not permitted. Wear a helmet, shoes
with creepers, protectors suitable to the work and clothing not loose.
[If you do not observe these cautions:]
You may get caught by the machine or slip and fall down.
When allowing someone to use the machine:
Explain the handling method in detail and tell him/her to read the Instruction Manual without
fail before operating the machine.
[If you do not observe these cautions:]
Death, serious injury or damage of the machine may result.
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Section 1

Be sure to observe for safe operation

2. Before starting operation

Warning
Do not allow anybody other than the operator to get on the machine.
Passenger capacity of this machine is one. Do not allow anybody other than the operator to
get on it.
[If you do not observe these cautions:]
Unexpected accident may be caused.
When starting the engine, be sure to take the driver s seat and check the safety around
the machine.
When starting the engine, be sure to sit on the driver s seat and check the seat position and
safety around the machine.
[If you do not observe these cautions:]
Unexpected accident may be caused.

Caution
Warm up the engine in cold seasons.
Be sure to warm up the engine in cold seasons.
[If you do not observe these cautions:]
Required machine performance cannot be obtained.
Be careful for hot muffler.
During operation and immediately after the engine is stopped, the muffler is hot. Do not touch
it.
[If you do not observe these cautions:]
You may be burnt.
Prohibited modification of machine
Do not install an attachment not genuine or not specified. Do not modify the machine.
[If you do not observe these cautions:]
Accident, injury or damage of the machine may be resulted.
Inspection and services
Always before starting and after completion of operation of the machine, inspect and service
it. In particular, inspect and service the steering wheel, brake, lever and other steering units,
wheel and other traveling units, electric parts and cords to secure proper operation.
[If you do not observe these cautions:]
Accident, injury, or machine failure may result.
Subject to periodical inspections and services.
Subject to yearly periodical inspections to service each part. In particular, replace the power
steering hose every 2 years and inspect the electric wiring every year.
[If you do not observe these cautions:]
Accident or failure due to improper services may result.
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Section 1
3

Be sure to observe for safe operation

Inspections and services before and after operation

1

Danger
Supply or replenish the oil when the engine is cold.
Never supply or replenish the oil while the engine is running or hot.
[If you do not observe these cautions:]
The fuel may ignite and cause a fire hazard.
Prohibited fire when replenishing the fuel.
Do not replenish the fuel with a cigarette in the mouth or do not illuminate by an open fire.
[If you do not observe these cautions:]
The fuel may ignite and cause a fire hazard.
Prohibited fire when inspecting the battery.
Do not approach fire when inspecting or charging the battery.
[If you do not observe these cautions:]
The battery may catch fire or explode and you may be burnt.
Do not allow the battery electrolyte to attach to your body.
Be careful so that the battery electrolyte does not attach to your body or clothing. If it
attaches, wash it away immediately in water.
[If you do not observe these cautions:]
You may be burnt or clothing may be broken.
Be careful about the fuel leakage.
If the fuel pipe is damaged, fuel may leak. Be sure to check the fuel pipe.
[If you do not observe these cautions:]
A fire may arise.
Close the fuel cap and wipe away spilt fuel.
After replenishing the fuel, close the fuel cap securely and wipe away the spilt fuel
completely.
[If you do not observe these cautions:]
A fire hazard may be caused.

Warning
Inspect or service the machine on a flat and stable surface.
Chock the wheels on a flat and stable surface where the work is not prevented by the traffic
or the machine does not fall down when inspecting or servicing the machine.
[If you do not observe these cautions:]
Machine may fall down or unexpected accident may be caused.
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Be sure to observe for safe operation

Warning
Remove dust around the muffler and engine.
Inspect around the muffler and engine to see grass, debris or fuel attached every day before
starting the operation.
[If you do not observe these cautions:]
A fire may be caused.
Do not overinflate the tire exceeding the specified air pressure.
When inflating the tire with the air, be careful so tat the air pressure does not exceed the
specified value.
[If you do not observe these cautions:]
Tire may blow out and injury may be caused.
Be sure to inspect electric parts and cord.
Check that the wiring cord is not in contact with other parts and check for peeled sheathing or
loosened contact every day before starting operation.
[If you do not observe these cautions:]
Cord may be short-circuited and cause a fire.
Do not allow the battery electrolyte level to lower under the LOWER line.
Check that the electrolyte solution level to be between the upper and lower limits. Never
allow it to be under the lower limit.
[If you do not observe these cautions:]
If the electrolyte decreases under the lower limit, the contact point of the pole plate in the
vessel is exposed out of the electrolyte, and spark generated at the time of engine start may
ignite the gas in the vessel and explode.
Be careful about the exhaust gas.
Do not start the engine in a closed room or place. Start the engine well ventilated out of
doors. If the engine should be started indoors for some reason, ventilate the room enough.
[If you do not observe these cautions:]
Exhaust gas may cause toxication and death.
Be sure to inspect the brake and steering wheel.
Check the brake to avoid failure or uneven working and check the steering wheel to avoid
excessive play.
[If you do not observe these cautions:]
Accident may be caused.

Caution
Be careful for high pressure oil.
Check the hydraulic couplings and hoses for looseness or damages constantly. Before
removing the couplings and hoses, release the pressure in the hydraulic circuit.
[If you do not observe these cautions:]
High pressure oil may break your skin and cause injury.
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Be sure to observe for safe operation

Caution

1

Install or remove the battery in a correct procedure.
Connect the positive (+) terminal of the battery first and remove the negative ( ) terminal
first.
[If you do not observe these cautions:]
Short circuit, burnt or fire may result.
Stop the engine during the inspections and services.
When inspecting, servicing, repairing or cleaning the machine, be sure to stop the engine.
[If you do not observe these cautions:]
You may be caught under the machine or injured.
Be sure to reinstall the covers.
If you have removed the covers for the inspection, service or other reason, be sure to
reinstall them.
[If you do not observe these cautions:]
You may be caught by the movable parts of the machine and injured.
Inspect or service after the heated parts cool down.
Inspect or service the machine after the heated muffler, engine or other parts have cooled
down.
[If you do not observe these cautions:]
You may be burnt.
Use proper tools according to objects.
Control the tools required for inspections and services correctly and use tools properly
according to the object. Provide tools required for inspections and adjustment on the
machine.
[If you do not observe these cautions:]
Improper services may lead to an accident.
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Be sure to observe for safe operation

4. Transporting the machine

Warning
Do not operate the machine by inertia on the footboards.
Operate the machine on a slope or footboards carefully. Avoid operate it by inertia with the
speed change lever at the neutral position.
[If you do not observe these cautions:]
Machine may run down the slope by its own weight and roll down.
Use footboards with sufficient strength, length and width.
Load or unload the machine on a flat place clear of traffic danger, after stopping the engine of
the truck, applying the side brake and choke to the wheel. Select footboards with sufficient
width, length and strength and not slipping.
[If you do not observe these cautions:]
Fall down or other accident may result.
Load the machine by reversing and unload by forwarding.
Load the machine onto the truck by reversing it and unload it by forwarding.
[If you do not observe these cautions:]
The machine may lose balance and cause an accident, such as a fall down, etc.
Fix the machine to the truck with a rope.
When loading the machine onto the truck for transportation, apply the parking brake and fix
the machine to the truck with a strong rope.
[If you do not observe these cautions:]
The machine may fall down from the bed causing an accident.
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Be sure to observe for safe operation

5. When traveling or going into or out of a field

1

Warning
Prohibited traveling on general roads
This machine has not acquired a sanction as a special-purpose car and cannot travel on
general roads.
[If you do not observe these cautions:]
You may be punished due to violation of the Road Traffic Act.
Confirm the safety nearby and start the machine slowly.
Check the safety nearby, start the engine and start the machine slowly avoiding quick start.
[[If you do not observe these cautions:]
Injury may result.
Be careful for the shoulder of the road when traveling.
On a road with a ditch or sloping on both sides, be careful about the shoulder of the road.
[If you do not observe these cautions:]
The machine may fall down.
Prohibited sudden start, stop or turning or too high speed
Start and stop the machine slowly. Decrease the speed when making a turn. On an uneven
road or a road with many curves, decrease the speed fully.
[If you do not observe these cautions:]
Turn over, fall down or damage of the machine may result.
Change of speed prohibited on a slope or footboards
Select a proper speed in advance and do not change the speed on a slope or footboards.
[If you do not observe these cautions:]
The machine may go down the slope by its own weight and cause an accident.
Use footboards when crossing a ditch
Be sure to use footboards when entering a field, crossing a ditch or passing on a soft ground.
Use footboards with a width, length and strength suitable to the machine.
[If you do not observe these cautions:]
An accident due to slip or turn over may be caused.

Caution
Apply the parking brake during warming up
[If you do not observe these cautions:]
The machine may start to run by itself and cause an accident.
Do not apply the brake or operate the pedal suddenly while traveling at a high speed.
[If you do not observe these cautions:]
Turn over or fall down may arise.
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Be sure to observe for safe operation

6. Operation

Warning
Install or remove the implements on a flat surface.
Install or remove the implements on a flat and stable surface. Illuminate properly in the night.
[If you do not observe these cautions:]
Accident may arise.
Do not use a person or object as a weight.
Do not allow a person to get on the machine or use some object as a weight. Use a genuine
front weight suited to the implement.
[If you do not observe these cautions:]
Injury may be caused.
Do not allow people to approach the machine and implements.
When moving the machine, do not allow people to approach the machine or to be between
the machine and implement.
[If you do not observe these cautions:]
Injury may be caused.
When installing a heavy implement, keep balance using weights.
When installing a heavy implement, keep balance using weights.
[If you do not observe these cautions:]
Balance may be lost, causing an accident.
Be sure to read the instruction manual for the implement when installing it to the machine.
When installing an implement to the machine, be sure to read the instruction manual for the
implement in advance.
[If you do not observe these cautions:]
Injury or damage of the machine may be caused.
Be careful when turning with an implement installed.
Some implements are considerably long. When making a turn, be careful about people or
objects around the machine.
[If you do not observe these cautions:]
The implement may collapse or injure somebody.
Be sure to wear protectors.
Be sure to wear safety goggles, helmet or shoes with creepers.
[If you do not observe these cautions:]
You may be injured.
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Be sure to observe for safe operation

Warning

1

Do not get under the implement or tread the foot under the implement.
Do not go or put out you foot underneath the implement.
[If you do not observe these cautions:]
When the implement lowers, you may be injured.
Remove stone or other obstacles in the field before starting operation.
[If you do not observe these cautions:]
Accident, injury or machine failure may result.
Prohibited rapid start, stop, or turning or overspeed
Start or stop the machine gently. When making a turn, decrease the machine speed
sufficiently. On a slope or irregular ground, decrease the speed and move slowly.
[If you do not observe these cautions:]
Turn over, fall down or machine failure may result.
Be sure to stop the engine when checking grass wound around the blade or clogging
When removing the grass wound around the cutting blade or when checking clogging of the
implement, be sure to stop the engine.
[If you do not observe these cautions:]
You may be caught by the machine and an accident may result.
Prohibited speed change on a slope
Select a proper speed in advance and do not change the speed on a slope.
[If you do not observe these cautions:]
Fall down, or machine damage may result.
Do not allow children to approach.
Be careful about children so that they do not approach the machine.
[If you do not observe these cautions:]
Injuries may result.
If abnormal vibration is generated, check and correct immediately.
If abnormal vibration is caused, stop the engine immediately, trace the cause and correct.
[If you do not observe these cautions:]
Accident, injury, or machine failure may result.
Do not allow a person to approach the mower discharge port.
Grass or debris may run out. Stone may rush out sometimes.
[If you do not observe these cautions:]
Injuries may result.
Do not drive the machine looking off or without holding on.
[If you do not observe these cautions:]
Injuries may result.
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Warning
When leaving the machine, stop the machine on a flat surface and stop the engine.
When leaving the machine, stop it on a flat and stable surface, stop the engine, and be sure
to apply the parking brake and a choke. Lower the implement on the ground.
[If you do not observe these cautions:]
Machine may move and cause an accident.
Do not allow anybody to get on the machine
The passenger capacity of this machine is one. Do not allow anybody other than the driver
on the machine.
[If you do not observe these cautions:]
Unexpected accident may arise.
When cutting dried grass, carry a fire extinguisher.
If dried grass touches or accumulates on the engine, muffler, or exhaust pipe, it may catch a
fire. Carry a fire extinguisher or a canteen full of water.
[If you do not observe these cautions:]
A fire may result.
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Be sure to observe for safe operation

7. After completion of operation or when storing the machine

1

Danger
Supply oil after the engine has cooled.
Never supply oil while the engine is running or hot.
[If you do not observe these cautions:]
The fuel may catch fire and a fire hazard may arise.
Do not open the cap of the radiator while it is hot.
While the radiator is hot, never open the radiator cap.
[If you do not observe these cautions:]
Hot water may gush out and you may be burnt.
Lay the sheet over the machine after the muffler and engine have completely cooled down.
Cover the machine with a sheet, if required, after the muffler and engine have cooled down
enough.
[If you do not observe these cautions:]
A fire may be caused.

Warning
Inspections and services on a flat and stable surface
Chock the wheels on a flat and stable surface where the work is not prevented by the traffic
or the machine does not fall down when inspecting or servicing the machine.
[If you do not observe these cautions:]
Machine may fall down or unexpected accident may be caused.
Remove debris around the muffler and engine.
Check for grass, debris or fuel attached around the muffler or engine every before starting
operation.
[If you do not observe these cautions:]
A fire may arise.
Be sure to check electric parts and cords
Check the wiring cords for contact with other parts, peeled sheathing, or loosened contact
every before starting operation.
[If you do not observe these cautions:]
Short-circuit may be caused leading to a fire.
Remove the battery and key when storing the machine for a long time.
If the machine is not used for a long time, remove the battery and pull out the key and keep
them in custody.
[If you do not observe these cautions:]
Accident may be caused.
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Caution
Be careful for high-pressure oil.
Constantly check the hydraulic joints and hoses for looseness or damages. Before removing
the joints or hoses, release the pressure in the hydraulic circuit.
[If you do not observe these cautions:]
High-pressure oil may break your skin, leading to an injury.
Remove and install the battery in correct procedure.
When installing the battery, connect the positive (+) terminal first and, when removing,
disconnect the negative ( ) terminal first.
[If you do not observe these cautions:]
Short-circuit may be caused leading to injuries or fire hazard.
Stop the engine during inspections and services.
When inspecting, servicing, repairing or cleaning the machine, be sure to stop the engine.
[If you do not observe these cautions:]
You may be caught under the machine or injured.
Be sure to reinstall covers.
If covers are removed for inspections or services, be sure reinstall them.
[If you do not observe these cautions:]
You may be caught by moving parts of the machine and injured.
Inspections and services after hot parts have cooled down.
Wait for the muffler, engine and other hot parts cool down enough before inspections and
services.
[If you do not observe these cautions:]
You may be burnt.
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8. Location to stick safety nameplate

1

Safety nameplates are attached to the machine as shown below to secure safe operation.
Keep the safety nameplate unstained or broken. If broken or lost, replace with new ones.

No.

Parts No.
390197900
390198020
390199430
390199450
390199470
390199490

Name
No. Parts No.
Name
CAUTION PLATE
390199500 CAUTION PLATE
CAUTION PLATE
390199520 CAUTION PLATE
CAUTION PLATE
390199530 CAUTION PLATE
CAUTION PLATE(BATTERY)
490992440 CAUTION MARK
CAUTION PLATE(RADIATOR)
490992490 CAUTION PLATE(RADIATOR)
CAUTION PLATE
A90610430 CAUTION PLATE
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No.
1

20

Be sure to observe for safe operation

Parts No.
Name
690360330 CAUTION PLATE

No.
2

Parts No.
Name
690360340 CAUTION PLATE

Section 1

Be sure to observe for safe operation

1

SAFETY DECALS
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Be sure to observe for safe operation

Section 1

Be sure to observe for safe operation

1
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Section 2

Service and warranty

1. Please keep the guarantee carefully.
A "guarantee" is needed when a visitor can
receive warranty repair.
Please keep it carefully after reading.
(The guarantee is attached to this book last
page with the "safe explanation check card") In
addition, please do not hesitate to ask a
purchase place or our office (refer to this
description reverse side) about an accident in
use or doubtful point.
<Contents I would like you to connect>

This machine form name and the serial
number
It is the engine serial number in the case of
an engine.
It is the More serial number in More's case.
Use situation (if what kind of work is done)
Or [ having used it how much ] (hour of use)
Please let me know a situation when fault
occurs as in detail as possible.
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2. About the supply period of replacement
parts
The part presentation period for repair of this
product (period) is eight years after the
manufacture close.
However, even if it is within a supply period, also
when allowed to consult about time for delivery
etc. about a nonstandard component, it is.
Although it ends by the above-mentioned supply
period in principle, even if it is after supply period
progress, when there is a request of a part
presentation, I will consult about supply of the
parts for repair about time for delivery and a
price.

Section 3

Names of components

1. Vehicle

3
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Section 3

Names of components

2. Operation System
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Section 3

Names of components

3
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Section 4

Functions of operating components
INTERNATIONAL SYMBOLS

The operation currently used for this machine and the mark of equipment are as follows.
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Section 4

Functions of operating components

1. Steering Wheel and Seat Systems
Steering wheel

Rolling seat
Seat angle can be adjusted when you operate on
a slopes.

4
Angle of the steering wheel can be adjusted.
Position of the steering wheel can be adjusted
by pulling the tilt lever.
After the position is determined, pull down the
tilt lever forward and fix. Do not adjust these
functions while the vehicle is traveling.

By grasping the seat swing lever above the oil
tank, the seat rolls laterally in 2 steps to 12.5 and
15°. Continuous operation along the slope allows
safe operation at a comfortable position.

Front /back seat adjustment

The seat slides forward and backward.
Release the seat by movement of the lever.
Adjust the seat properly to your operating
position.
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Functions of operating components
Meters and Pilot Lamp

While the machine is not in service, be sure
to pull out the key and store it in a safe
storage place.
If not, some accident may be caused.
The key is used to start the engine.
If you release your hand from the
key at the position to preheat the combustion
chamber, the key will automatically return to
the OFF position.
Engine stops at this position and
the key may be inserted or removed.
Key stays at this position while
the engine is running.
Position to start the engine.
When you release your hand from the key, it
automatically returns to the ON position.
The vehicle is equipped with 4 safety switches
to start the engine safely.
The safety switch functions to start the engine
only when the following 4 conditions are met:
1.
2.
3.
4.
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Operator takes is seated.
He presses the brake pedal.
He turns OFF the PTO clutch.
He releases his foot from the running
pedal.

Charge lamp
When the main switch is
turned to the
ON
position, the lamp lights
up. After the engine
starts, number of engine
revolutions
increases.
When
charging
is
started, the lamp goes
out.

Even though the main
switch is turned to the
ON position, the lamp
does not light up.
The lamp lights up if the
engine is overheated
during operation. In such
a case, stop the operation
and check the cause.

Section 4

Functions of operating components
When the main switch is
turned to the
ON
position, the lamp lights
up. When the engine
starts operation, the lamp
goes out. If the lamp
lights up while the engine
is rotating, there is a fault
in
the
lubrication
pressure circuit. Stop the
engine immediately and
check for the trouble.

While the engine is
running, its number of
revolutions is indicated by
the pointer. The elapsed
time integrator indicates
the time by a number for
which the machine was
operated. By multiplying
the white number on the
right by 6, time in the
minute unit is obtained.

4

By setting the main
switch to the Glow
position, the lamp lights
up indicating that the
power is supplied to the
heater. Keep the switch
at the Glow position for
about 5 seconds and
then turn it to the
START
position to
start the engine.
Temperature of cooling
water is indicated by a
The inclination of vehicles is shown. It is not used at
pointer during operation.
25 degrees or more.
When the pointer points
to the
H
position,
engine
may
be
overheated.
Stop
operation even when the
engine
water
temperature meter lamp
does not light up and
check for the cause.

The accelerator lever is used to increase or
decrease the engine revolutions.
By pulling the lever toward the operator, the
engine revolutions decrease and by pushing it
forward, the engine revolutions increase.
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3. Traveling and Mower Clutch System
Gear shift lever
Used to change the traveling speed.

Vehicle speed can be selected from L (low
speed) (4 WD) and H (high speed) (2 WD).
By pushing the lever forward, the speed
increases and by pushing it rearward, the
speed decreases. Keep the lever on the low
speed side for usual operation and use the
high speed side only when traveling. When
changing the speed, stop the vehicle.

By pressing the brake pedal fully and pulling up
the lever, the parking brake is applied.
To release the brake, press the brake pedal and
release the brake pedal while pushing down the
lever.
Forward/reverse pedal
Pedal to travel the vehicle.

Brake pedal
Used to stop the vehicle.

By pressing the brake pedal, brake is applied.
A safe starting device is provided. Be sure to
press the brake pedal when starting the
engine.

Parking brake lever
Used to park the vehicle.
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Press forward pedal down to drive the vehicle
forward and the reverse pedal to reverse it. No
clutch pedal is provided on this machine.
Speed is increased or decreased by the amount
the pedal is depressed.
Speed of the vehicle when starting to travel
varies depending on the traveling pedal pressing
degree. When starting the vehicle, press down
the pedal gradually and slowly. By releasing your
foot from the pedal on a flat ground, the pedal
automatically returns to the neutral position and
the vehicle stops.
A start-up safety device is provided. When
starting the engine, never press the pedal.

Section 4

Functions of operating components

PTO clutch lever
Lever to engage to the mower and rotate the
blades.

4. Hydraulic System
Mid mower lifting lever
Used to lift or lower the mower.

By moving the PTO clutch lever to ON , the
blades rotate. By moving the PTO clutch lever
to OFF , the clutch is disengaged and the
blade stops rotating.
The PTO clutch lever tensions the belt. When
engaging the clutch, move the lever slowly to
ON . A safe starting device is provided.
Always start the engine at the OFF position.

By pushing down the lever rearward, the mower
rises. When you release your hand from the
lever, it automatically returns to the neutral
position. By setting the lever to the lowering
position, the lever is held at the lowered position
and the mower becomes free to float over
undulating ground.

4

Warning
Always keep the clutch lever at the OFF
position except during the operation. Do not
travel with the blade rotating as pebbles or
some other objects may be thrown into the
surrounding area and are dangerous. When
the PTO clutch lever is turned to the OFF
position, the PTO does not stop immediately. It
takes some time to stop. Do not put your hand
or other objects into the mower inside until the
rotation stops completely.
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Inspections before operation and work

Danger
Always stop the engine and apply the
parking brake before starting inspections,
services or adjustment.
While the engine is running or hot, never
top up the oil as you may be burnt.
Do not hold a cigarette in your mouth or
use a naked flame when supplying fuel.
After refueling, tighten the fuel cap firmly
and wipe away spilled fuel. Ignoring this
caution may lead to a fire.
If the fuel pipe is damaged, fuel may leak.
Be sure to check damages of the fuel pipe.
If not, a fire may be caused.

Warning
To secure safe and comfortable working
conditions, the operator of this machine
should perform the start-up inspection
every day. Defects should be immediately
repaired. Check also after shut down to find
any abnormalities.
Carry out inspections and maintenance
services in a flat and stable place where
there is no traffic danger or the machine
may not fall over or move when using a
jack.
If these precautions are not
observed, the machine may fall over or
other accident may happen.
If you should perform start-up inspections
and services with the engine running, avoid
a closed space.
During the start-up inspections, keep any
persons (particularly children) away from
the workplace.
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Caution
Carry out inspections and services after the
heated muffler, engine and other parts have
completely cooled down. If not, you may be
burnt.
When removing covers or other components
for inspections or services, always reinstall
them. If not, you may touch a running part of
the machine and you will be injured.

1. Physical Condition and Clothes of Worker
Physical condition
When doing inspections or services, you should
be in good health. If you cannot concentrate your
attention on your work due to fatigue, sickness,
drug influence or other, you should not work on
the machine. In particular any person who is
under the influence of alcohol, pregnant or under
18 years old should not work on, or with the
machine.
Clothes
You should avoid so loose clothes that you
may be caught by the operation levers or
machine parts.
You should wear protective shoes with
slip-resistant shoes.
Wear a helmet.
Wear protective glasses, mask, gloves, and
other protective apparatus as required.

Section 5

Inspections before operation and work

2. Inspection Method
Users of this machine should perform start-up inspection before starting operation every day to ensure
safe and comfortable operation, according to the procedure below. Correct extraordinary conditions,
if any, immediately. If any problems are felt during operation, inspect and repair without delay.
Go around the machine to see:
Air pressure, wear and damage of tires ··················································
Looseness of bolts fixing the wheels ······················································
Fuel level, fuel leakage, damage of fuel pipe ···········································
Level in the oil tank, contamination or leakage of oil ··································
Battery electrolyte level ·······································································
Deformation, damage or stain of each part
Damage of various parts of vehicle body, looseness of bolts

Reference page
61
61
53
53
58

Open the bonnet to see:
Level and contamination of engine oil, fuel leakage ··································
Level of cooling water, water leakage, damage of hose ·····························
Condition of the air cleaner ··································································
Insufficient tension or damage of cooling fan belt ·····································
Dust or grass on the radiator grill or in the engine area ······························
Condition of wiring loom and sheathing, loose connections ························

Reference page
53
56
57
60
60
59

Open the bonnet to see:
Insufficient tension or damage of clutch belt ············································
Insufficient tension or damage of mower belt ···········································
Deformation, damage or wear of brade ··················································
Deformation, damage or wear of each link ··············································
Deformation, damage or wear of gauge wheel and roller····························

Reference page
63
64
64,65

Sit on the driver s seat and check:
Brake operating condition ····································································
Traveling pedal operating condition ·······················································
Allowance of steering wheel ·································································

Reference page
62
32
42

Start the engine and check:
Color of exhaust gas ··········································································
Operation of lamps and meters ·····························································
Noise or vibration after the engine is started

Reference page
61
30, 31

5
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Operation and works

1. Break-in Operation (first 50 hours)

2. Starting and Stopping the Engine

Handling of a new vehicle in the initial 50 hours

Warning

is very important.
Break-in operation greatly influences the life
Handle the

When starting the engine, sit down on the

machine correctly paying attention to the

driver s seat and check the lever position and

following points particularly during this period.

safety of surroundings. If not, injury accidents

and performance of machines.

may be caused.
(1)

Avoid quick starting and quick stopping.

Do not start the engine in a closed space.

(2)

Avoid higher speed or heavier load.

Start the engine outdoors. If you are required

(3)

Drive the vehicle after the engine has

to start the engine in a room, ventilate the

been sufficiently warmed.

area sufficiently. If not, you may suffer

Drive slowly on rough roads or sloping

poisoning of exhaust gas, which may lead to

lands.

an accident involving death.

(4)
(5)

When initial 50 hours have elapsed,
perform the inspection of each part and
change the oil according to 1. Periodical
Inspection List on page 36.

Caution
Before and after the operation of the
machine, always perform inspections and
services. Particularly, take care of the brake,
levers and other operating devices to ensure
their

positive

operation.

If

not,

injury

accidents or machine failure may result.
Apply the parking brake during the warming
up operation. If not, the machine may start
moving and cause an accident.
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Starting the engine
The starter consumes large current. Never
operate it continuously for more than 10
seconds. (If the engine is not started within
10 seconds, turn off the switch, wait for more
than 1 minute and then repeat the starting
procedure again.)
Never turn the key switch to the starting
position while the engine is running.
(1) Pull up the bonnet cover.
(2) Set the fuel strainer tap to the O (open)
position.

[Reference:]
This machine is hydraulically operated. If you
do not carry out the warming-up operation, the
hydraulic system may fail and may cause
accidents. Particularly in cold areas, when the
air temperature deceases and it grows colder,
oil viscosity increases so that hydraulic
operation may delay or normal pressure may
not be obtained. To prevent such troubles,
always carry out warming-up operation a little
longer referring to the values in the table below.
Air temperature
0°C
-10°C

-10°C
-20°C

Under -20°C

Warming-up time
More than 10 minutes
More than 20 minutes
More than 30 minutes

Stopping the Operation
(1) Set the accelerator lever to the Low speed
operation position and turn the key switch to
the OFF position. The engine will stop.
3. Raising and Lowering the Mid Mower

(3) Sit in the seat (seat switch is provided).
(4) Set the accelerator lever between the
Idling and Highest speed positions.
(5) Turn the key switch to the Glow position
(keep it there for about 5 seconds).
(6) Press the brake pedal fully and turn the key
switch to the START position.
(7) When the engine is started, release the
ignition key immediately.
[Reference]
Because of the function of the safety
switch, the starter motor rotates only
when; you are seated, the mower clutch
lever is at the Off position, and the brake
pedal is fully depressed. The forward/
reverse pedal is not pressed.
(8) Decrease the engine speed down to about
1500 rpm with the accelerator lever and
keep the warming up for about 5 minutes
with no load.

6

When lifting or lowering the mid mower, push the
lifting lever forwards to lower the mower, and
push it to the rear to lift the mower. When you
leave your hand from the lever, it automatically
returns to the neutral position.
When lowering the mower keep the lever in the
forward position for 2-3 seconds after the mower
is lowered. This allows the mower to float freely.
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4. Starting, Turning and Stopping Method

Warning
When starting the vehicle, check for people
around the vehicle, confirm safety in the
surrounding areas and start the vehicle
slowly avoiding an abrupt start. Failure to
do this may result in injury or may cause
accidents.
During operation or when moving the
vehicle, wear a helmet for safety.
Do not allow anybody other than the driver
to get on the vehicle.
Do not start, turn or stop the vehicle
abruptly or do not drive the vehicle too fast.
Operate it slowly.
Starting
(1) Shift the gear shift lever to a desired
position.
(2) Lift the mower with the lifting lever.
(3) Push down the parking brake pedal to
release the parking brake.
(4) By pressing forward or reverse pedal, the
vehicle starts moving.
[Caution for Handling]
Stop the vehicle before moving the gear
lever. Operating the lever while the vehicle
is moving may cause a failure.
Turning

Warning
Before turning the vehicle, decrease the
speed sufficiently. If the vehicle turns at a
high speed, it may turn over and an injury
accident may result.
When making a turn, ascertain the ground
condition before turning.
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Stopping and Parking

Warning
When you leave the vehicle, park it on solid,
flat and stable ground.
If you are required to park the vehicle on a
slope, park the vehicle sideways and apply a
chock to the front wheels.
(1) Release your foot from the forward or
reverse pedal and press the brake pedal.
(2) Lower the implement fully.
(3) Apply the parking brake.

Warning
5. Work Operation
Remove obstacles in the area to be cut
before commencing work. Obstacles may
damage the mower and the vehicle, as well
as the mower blade.
Do not run the mower in raised condition. It is
dangerous and may damage the mower
body.
Do not direct the discharge outlet to people.
Grass or stones may be discharged and
injure them.
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Caution for mower operation
(1) If you operate a mower for the first time or
are not familiar with machines, learn how to
operate it on a flat place before
commencing work.
(2) Select a proper method of mowing
operation according to the size or shape of
the field, and arrangement of trees and
other obstacles.
(3) Height of grass varies depending on the
type. Most grass is mowed to 51 to 76 mm
high. Avoid mowing more than 1/3 of grass
height to avoid damage of the grass.
If the turf grass is excessively tall, mow it to
a little higher length and then to a desired
height.
(4) If the grass is thick, or in case of grass in
the spring season or in a place of soft
ground surface, the vehicle or mower
wheel may settle into the ground so that the
grass may be mowed too short. Check the
height and adjust it when necessary.
Operating the mower clutch lever
Power to the mower is turned ON or OFF with
the mower clutch lever. By pulling up the lever,
power is turned ON and the mower starts
rotating. Keep the switch at this position during
operation. By pushing down the switch
forward, the power is turned OFF and the
mower stops rotating.
[Caution for Handling]
Before operating the mower clutch lever,
pay attention to the surroundings and
ascertain the safety.
When starting the engine, set the mower
clutch lever to the OFF position. If not, the
safety device is activated and the engine
does not start.

If the engine revolving speed is too low,
mower operation cannot be started. Operate
the engine at full throttle for mowing.
When the mower clutch lever is set to OFF ,
the mower blades do not immediately stop.
You should be careful while the mower is
revolving.
Lawn mowing operation
For more efficient mowing operation, blade
revolution should be always kept at the highest
speed. By setting the accelerator lever of the
vehicle to the highest revolution position, the
blade highest speed and engine highest output
can be obtained. Select the vehicle operating
speed according to the turf condition, finish and
skill of the operator. It is usually 3 to 6 km/h. You
should operate the lawn mower in a gentle
manner.
Lawn mowing on sloping land

6

Warning
Do not operate the mower in a place where
overturn or slip is feared. Vehicle may slip
more easily particularly after rain, for
instance. Do not operate the mower under
such a condition.
When working on a sloping ground, check for
holes, rocks, roots of trees or other obstacles
and check the entire land features in
advance.
On a sloping land, advance along contour
lines and make a turn at a place of gentle
angle of gradient.
To operate on slopes between 25 - 30 degrees
operator training is required. Also the machine
must be correctly maintained and must be used
in appropriate conditions.
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Discharge of grass

Warning
Grass clippings are forcefully discharged.
For safety, keep the discharge outlet cover
always in position.
Do not direct the discharge outlet to people
during operation.
Before removing grass from the mower, be
sure to stop the engine and wait for the
blades to stop rotating.
This mower is designed to discharge grass
after being cut evenly. When cutting tough,
thick or tall grass, significant load is applied to
the mower. Decrease the forward speed or
mowing width in such a case.
[Caution for Handling]
Keep the mower main body and inside of the
discharge outlet cover clean for smooth
discharge.
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Points of issues and solution
Uneven mowing
Uncut turf remains in rows because of wear
or deformation of the blade or too low engine
speed. Check the blade for length, wear or
deformation, or engine speed and operation
speed.
Separation of turf
Turf or ground is partially scraped off when
the blade is too low. Check the blade height,
for foreign substances entangled in the
blades, blade installing condition, tyre
pressures, etc. in such a case.
Partial residue
If some grass remains uncut, check for too
low engine speed, a build up of grass in the
mower deck, too high running speed, and slip
of clutch belt or mower belt.
Wavy cutting
Difference of turf density or grass height,
unevenness of ground surface, or other
problems of the area to be cut may be the
cause. Check that the mower gauge wheels
are in contact with the ground, build up of
grass in the cutter deck, wear or deformation
of blade or traveling speed.
Uneven mowing height
Cause is different mowing height between
right and left sides. Check the mower gauge
wheel for correct height of cut position,
deformation of blade and blade shaft, blade
installing direction, or even air pressure of
right and left tires of the vehicle, in such a
case.
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6. Loading onto and Unloading from Truck

Warning
When loading the vehicle onto or
unloading from a truck, stop the truck
engine, apply the hand brake to prevent
the truck from moving and apply a chock
to the vehicles wheel. Park on a flat place
where the traffic is safe.
Select loading ramps of enough width,
length and strength and not slipping easily.
Hitch a hook positively to the deck of the
truck to prevent the loading ramps from
getting out of place.
When loading the vehicle onto a truck,
drive the vehicle in reverse.
Remove mud, etc. from the tire to prevent
the vehicle from side slipping on the
loading ramps.
Never change the course on the loading
ramps. If change of course is required, get
down from the loading ramps and restart.
Loading and Unloading with Ladders or
Lamps
< Specifications for loading ramps>
Length ····· More than 3.5 times the height
of the loading space of the truck
Width ······ More than 40 cm
Strength··· Should withstand the weight of
2000 kg.
Surface should have a non-slip surface.
The loading ramps should not be laterally
uneven in height. Install the walkway
positively to the center of the loading space
of the truck to ensure even right and left
length.

(3) Operate the steering wheel carefully so not to
allow the wheels from coming off the ramps.
(4) After completion of loading, lower the cutter
deck until it comes into contact with the bed
of the vehicle, turn OFF the main switch and
fix the vehicle firmly with ropes.

<Unloading>
(1) Unload the vehicle in the reverse order to
loading.
Transportation method

Warning
Fix the vehicle firmly with strong ropes. Lower
the cutter deck until it comes into contact with
the bed of the vehicle. If not, when the truck
brakes suddenly, the mower may fall off the
vehicle leading to an injury accident.

6

Caution
When carrying the vehicle on the truck, fix the
bonnet with a locking catch and lock pin to
prevent it from opening. If not, the cover may
be opened by wind, and cause an unexpected
accident.

<Loading>
(1) Raise the implement to a height not to
allow the implement to touch the loading
ramps.
(2) Position the implement straight to the
loading ramps and load it slowly.
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7. Power Steering

Caution
While the engine is running, the steering
wheel can be operated very lightly. You
should carefully operate the steering wheel
when driving at a high speed. If not, an
accident may be caused.

8. Front Weight
Optional front weight is available for this
machine. Please attach front weight according to
the work machine with which it equips.
[Front Weight Installing Method]
(1) Tighten a front weight of 30kg to the bumper.
(2) Two more pieces of front weight may be
added together and tightened if required.

Power steering is active only when the engine
is running. If the engine speed is low, the
steering wheel may be a little heavier but this
should not cause a problem in steering the
vehicle.
[Care for Handling]
When the steering wheel is turned fully, the
relief valve is activated and a noise will be
noted. If the noise sounds only for a short
time, it may be ignored. However, do not
continue driving if the noise continues.
Turning the steering wheel while the vehicle is
not moving accelerates damage of the tire or
wheel rim. Do not turn the steering wheel if
not required.
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Caution
When it equips with a heavy work machine, that
a front wheel tends to come floating, it
becomes and there is a possibility of handle
operation losing its effect or falling.
Please attach the suitable front weight which
suited the work machine.
Please do not use the heavy work machine
which cannot maintain suitable balance even if
it attaches front weight.
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9. Towing when self-propelled running is
impossible
If the vehicle becomes unable to be driven
because of failure of the hydraulic system
or for other reason, it is possible to move
the vehicle by opening the hydraulic circuit
so that the wheels can rotate and allow the
vehicle to move.
Loosen the unload valve to open the
hydraulic circuit and allow the wheels to
rotate freely. Loosen the 2 unload valves.
Set up the vehicle as described below for
the traction.
(1) Stop the engine.
(2) Change the shift lever to the Low Speed
position (4-wheel drive vehicle).
(3) Loosen the unload valve under the seat. Do
not turn the valve more than one rotation.

6

Caution
Do not turn the unload valve to loosen it
more than one full rotation.
Stop the engine when the vehicle is towed.
To start the engine again, tighten the
unload valve.
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1. Maintenance Services after Operation

Danger
Before covering the vehicle with a sheet,
stop the engine and wait for the engine and
muffler to cool down completely.
After operation, wash the machine in water,
wipe away the moisture completely, and apply
grease to each grease nipple.

3. Cleaning the Radiator
Grass attached to the dashboard or radiator
screen may cause overheat. Before starting and
after completing operation, always check and
clean the screen and check it during operation
depending on the operation conditions.

Caution
Before starting inspections, maintenance
services or repairs, be sure to stop the
engine. If not, you may be caught by
moving parts of the machine and injured.
Start the inspections or maintenance
services after heated parts of the muffler
and engine have completely cooled down.
If not, you may be burnt.
[Cautions for Handling]
Avoid water from being splashed on electric
parts as far as possible. If not, electric parts
may be damaged.
2. Opening/closing the bonnet
(1) Release the right and left bonnet catches.
(2) Raise the bonnet until the bonnet
supporting point is exceeded.
(3) To close the bonnet, push it down.
(1) Open the bonnet.
(2) Pull out the radiator screen upward and
remove grass waste, dust, and other foreign
substances attached to it.
(3) If such foreign substances are attached to
the radiator surface, clean the radiator taking
care not to damage the fins.
(4) The net can be removed and reinstalled
without tools (by the lock catch at 2 points).
Blow off the lawn grass and other foreign
substances with air when cleaning the
vehicle.
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4. Services when not using for long time

Warning
When storing the vehicle, remove the
battery and pull out the key and store it. If
not, an accident may be caused.
If the vehicle is not used for a long time (more
than 1 month), service it as follows before
storing it.
(1) Lower the implement on a board in a dry
and airy place.
(2) Coat easy rusting place on the outside of
the vehicle with rust inhibitor or engine oil
or grease.
(3) Fill the fuel tank fully with fuel. If the tank is
kept empty, water drops will attach causing
rust. Turn the fuel tap to the C (close)
position.
(4) Charge the battery fully. It is advisable to
remove the battery from the vehicle and
store it in an airy, cool and dark place. If the
battery is kept on the vehicle and stored, be
sure to disconnect the earth side (minus
side).
(5) Discharge the cooling water.
(6) Pull out the key and store it in a place other
than the vehicle.

7

[Caution for Handling]
The battery is naturally discharged when
not in use. Charge it fully with a charger
once a month.
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1. DETACHING MOWER

(3) Detach front links

WARNING
To avoid personal injury, lower Mower to the
ground, turn engine off and remove key before
performing any maintenance.
To avoid personal injury, Mower attachment
and detachment shall be done at flat ground
under daylight or good artificial light.
(1) Lift mower and detach spring.
(4) Detach rear link

Lower Mower Deck to detach both ends of
the chain.
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(5) Remove pin from Universal Joint and then
slide back the Joint.
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(6) A front bumper is lifted by a hoist etc. A
mower is pulled out where the front wheel
of vehicles is floated.

2. ADJUSTMENT OF MOWER

WARNING
Before starting adjustment, be sure to stop the
engine and make sure that the cutting blade has
stopped rotating.
Make sure the parking brakes are fully applied
before starting adjustment.

CAUTION
Make sure the parking brakes are fully applied
when lifting the machine.

(1) Stop the tractor on a flat space and apply the
parking brakes.
(2) Lift the mower with the lift control lever of the
tractor.
(3) Stop the engine.
(4) Adjust the front gauge wheel, rear gauge
wheel and anti-scalp roller to obtain the
desired cutting height.
Refer to CUTTING HEIGHTS for the cutting
height adjustment.

(7) Attachment of a mower is performed in a
reverse order of removal.
CAUTION
Make sure the chain is straight without twiat
when attaching lift chain, or the chain, or it
might break down.
Make sure to match the position of Universal
Joint and collar of Mower side. It s only
applicable to the position in drawing.

8
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3. ADJUSUTMENT OF HEIGHT OF CUT
This Mower can be adjusted to height of cut
from 25 mm to 110 mm. Cutting height
changes with the kinds and cultivated lands
of grass and grass.
The following recommendations will provide
guide for height selection.
Lawns(FLAT)
Lawns
Field cutting

25 to 34 mm
42 to 76 mm
76 to 110 mm

ADJUSTMENT OF ANTI-SCALP ROLLER
In some cases the Mower may scalp while
cutting grass on rough ground at low cutting
height. The anti-scalp rollers are adjustable.
The anti-scalp roller is installed in four places.
(Front : One place / Inside : One place / Rear :
Two places)
Adjustment ahead of a mower
Cutting height : 51 mm or more

To change from one cutting height to another, it
is necessary to adjust the front and rear gauge
wheels and Anti-scalp roller.
Adjustment of gauge wheel
After determining the desired cutting height,
remove the pin securing the gauge wheels
and reinstall the pin in the desired position.

When you set cutting height as 51 mm or more,
please fix with an attached bolt nut in the hole
above a bracket, and the hole below a mower.
Cutting height : 34-42 mm

When cutting height sets to 34 mm - 42 mm,
please fix with an attached bolt and nut in the
hole above a bracket, and the hole above a
mower. (Initial attachment position)
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Cutting height : 25 mm or less

When you set cutting height as 25 mm or
less, please fix with an attached bolt nut in
the hole of the bracket bottom, and the hole
above a mower.

Adjustment of an internal anti scalp roller

When cutting height is 34 mm or more, please fix
a bracket in a lower position. (Initial attachment
position)
When you use cutting height at 25 mm or less,
please move a bracket to an upper position and
fix.

Adjustment of a rear anti-scalp roller

8
Change the attachment position of an antiscalp roller in three steps according to cutting
height.
51 mm or more: The bracket topmost part
34 to 42 mm : Bracket middle
(Initial attachment position)
25 mm or less : Bracket lowermost part
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Warning
Carry out inspections and maintenance
services in a flat and stable place where
there is no traffic danger or the machine
may not fall over or move, applying a car
lock. If these precautions are not observed,
the machine may fall over or other accident
may happen.

Caution
Undergo semiannual inspections and
services for the maintenance of each part.
Replace the fuel pipe and power steering
hose every 2 years. If not, ill-serviced
vehicle may be subjected to accidents or
machine failure.
Be sure to stop the engine before starting
inspections, services or repairs.
If covers or other parts are removed for
inspections or services, be sure to return
them to the original position. If not, you may
be entangled in the machine and injured.
[Reference]
Daily inspections and services ensure full
performance of the machine and its safe and
comfortable operation. To prevent accidents
due to poor maintenance, undergo periodical
inspections and services semiannually by a
dealer to secure safety of each part.
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1. Periodical Inspection List
Vehicle

Inspection

Replacement

Engine oil

600 hours

550 hours

500 hours

450 hours

400 hours

350 hours

300 hours

250 hours

200 hours

150 hours

100 hours

Item

50 hours

Time on hour meter

Inspect every 5 hours after the start of operation.

Referenc
e page

53

HST oil

54

Engine oil element

55

HST oil filter

55

Fuel filter

Discharge the fuel from the filter every 50 hours

(element)

and clean the filter every 100 hours.

56

Inspect every 10 hours and clean every 100 hours after the start of operation

57

After cleaning 6 times or once a year, whichever comes earlier.

57

filter
Replacement of inner

Once per 3 times of outer filter cleaning or every 1000 hours,

Cooling fan belt

Clutch belt
Battery electrolyte

Cleaning of dust clogged
in radiator

60

63
Inspect every 25 hours.

Supply of grease
Radiator cooling water

57

whichever comes earlier.
Adjustment

filter

Adjustment

Replacement of outer

Adjustment

Air cleaner element

58

9

59
Inspect every 10 hours after the start of operation (replace every year)

56

Clean every 10 hours from the start of operation.

60

Tyre air pressure

61

Wheel tightening torque

61
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2. Oil, Grease and Antifreeze Liquid
Fuel

(F)

Diesel light oil

Engine oil

(E.O.)

10W-30 (API class, CC and CD grade)

Mower gear oil

(G.O.)

SAE90

Hydraulic oil

(H.O.)

Shibaura HST oil (ISO VG46)
Antifreeze liquid, Castrol LLC-95

Cooling water

(C)

(Mixing ratio of antifreeze liquid at the time of shipment is
outside temperature

Grease

(C.G.)

30°C

All-purpose grease No.2

Fig. 8-1

300
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No. of oiling
points

Oil change
timing

Check/oiling
timing

Oil q ty (L)

Oil type

3. Oiling and Feed Water List
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4. Fuel Inspection and Oiling

Danger
No smoking or naked flames when
supplying fuel.
After replenishing the fuel, tighten the fuel
cap firmly and wipe away spilled fuel.
Do not top up oil while the engine is running
or hot. If not, a fire may be caused.

fuel tank on the level gauge. If the level
is lower than specified, remove the fuel
cap on the right side of the vehicle and
replenish the fuel from the fuel filler
cap.

5. Check and Oil Exchange of Each Part

Danger
Never top up the oil while the engine is
running or hot. If not, a fire or burn injury may
be caused.

Caution
Do not change the oil immediately after the
engine stops. If not, a fire or burn injury may
be caused.
Engine Oil
Check
Pull out the oil dip stick, wipe the dip stick
cleanly, insert it, pull it out again and check if the
oil level is between the upper limit and lower limit
on the gauge. If the oil is not enough, top up oil to
the specified level on the dip stick from the oil
filler port.

Too low fuel level may cause fuel shortage
when the vehicle is traveling on a sloped
ground. Supply fuel earlier.
When the outside air temperature is under

9

may become too viscous and may not flow.
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[Caution for Handling]
Check the oil level before starting the engine
or while the engine is cold.
To check the oil level, place the vehicle on a
horizontal place and check while the oil
surface is horizontal.
Never discard waste oil to a river or sewage.
Ask a professional to discard the waste oil
or take some other appropriate means.
Exchange
Discharge the oil from the drain plug under
the engine. After the oil is completely
discharged, tighten the drain plug and fill with
new oil from the oil filler port.

Check
Lower the implement and check the oil level
with the level gauge on the hydraulic tank
(left side). If the oil level is below the center
on the gauge, supply oil up to the specified
level (1/2 to 2/3 of the level gauge) from the
oil feeler port.
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Removing the Oil Breather Port Cap

Turn the breather counterclockwise to remove
it. After supplying oil, tighten the breather.
Exchange
Discharge the oil from the drain plug under the
hydraulic oil tank. The oil may be discharged
easily while the oil is still warm. (Be careful for
hot oil.) After the oil is completely discharged,
tighten the drain plug and supply new oil from
the oil breather port.
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The filter is of the cartridge type. Replace the
filter initially after 50 hours and then every
200 hours of operation.

(1) After discharging the hydraulic oil, turn the
filter counterclockwise to remove.
(2) Coat the rubber ring at the bottom of a new
filter with a small quantity of oil and install the
filter firmly by hand.
(3) After exchanging the hydraulic oil, idle the
engine, check the oil level with the level
gauge and replenish if the oil is not enough.

A suction strainer is exchanged together at
time of a HST oil change.

(1) After discharging the engine oil, turn the
cartridge counterclockwise to remove it
with a filter wrench.
(2) Coat the rubber ring at the bottom of a new
cartridge with a small quantity of oil and
install the cartridge firmly by hand.
(3) After changing the engine oil, start the
engine and keep it running until the
hydraulic pilot lamp goes out.
(4) After the engine oil pilot lamp goes out,
stop the engine, check the oil level again
with the dip stick and replenish if the oil is
not enough.

The oil filter is of the cartridge type. Replace
the oil filter initially after 50 hours and then
every 300 hours of operation.

9
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Fuel Filter
Cleaning and Replacement
(1) Turn the fuel tap to the C (closed)
position.
(2) Remove the filter cup and remove the
water and dust in the filter cup.
(3) After completion of filter cleaning, install it
to the original position and turn the fuel tap
to the O (opened) position

. 7. Exchanging the Cooling Water

The fuel feed pump of this machine is driven
from the cam shaft. After it is operated for
cleaning or replacement, remove the cap and
discharge the air in the filter cup.

Inspection
Open the bonnet and check that the coolant in
the reserve tank is between the upper limit and
lower limit. If the level is too low, replenish the
coolant from the water feeler port of the
reserve tank.

(4) Replace the fuel filter every 200 hours of
operation.

Danger
Do not open the radiator cap while the engine
is running or immediately after the engine
stops. Open it after the engine stops and has
cooled down. If not, hot water may spurt out
and you may get burnt.

Exchange
(1) Remove the radiator cap, loosen the band
and remove the flat head pin for drain and
discharge the water in the radiator
completely.
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(2) Wash inside of the radiator with water until
no dust or rust comes out.

8. Cleaning and Replacing the Air Cleaner

By supplying water containing radiator

The air cleaner removes dust contained in

cleaning agent, running the engine for
more than 15 minutes and discharging
water, the radiator inside can be
cleaned more completely.
(3) Tighten the drain plug (flat head pin),
supply a required quantity of antifreeze and
supply fresh water until it overflows.
(4) Install the radiator cap and start the engine
so that the antifreeze liquid and fresh water
are well mixed.

supplied air to protect the cylinder and piston

<Handling of Antifreeze Liquid>
Antifreeze liquid has an effect to decrease
water freezing temperature. The freezing
temperature varies depending on the
antifreeze liquid mixing ratio. Use the
antifreeze liquid at a safe concentration in
very cold regions referring to the table below.
Antifreeze liquid mixing radio at the time of
shipment from the plant is set up for the
outside air temperature -30°C.

Ratio

Antifreeze Liquid Mixing Ratio

ring from wear and keep the engine in good
condition for a long time.
The air cleaner is composed of outer and inner
elements.

Clean the outer element every 100 hours and
replace it after cleaning 6 times. If the
operation is carried out in a place subject to
excessive dust, clean the air element at a
shorter interval. Replace the element about

Outside air
temp(°C)

-5

-10

-15

-20

-25

-30

once a year even though the specified interval

Water (%)

82

73

66

61

55

49

Antifreeze
liquid (%)

has not been expired.

18

27

34

39

45

51

Replace the inner element once in every 3

[Caution for Handling]
When exchanging the cooling water with
fresh, be sure to add rust-proof solution in
the water and run the engine for 5 minutes
to promote mixing of water and solution.
Mixing ratio varies a little depending on
manufacturers. Follow the instructions in
the
instruction
manual
of
each
manufacturer.
When the cooling water naturally
decreases, add only fresh water. (When
semi-permanent type is used, measure the
specific gravity for confirmation.)
Life of antifreeze liquid is one year. Change
f

times of replacement of the outer element or
every 1000 hours, whichever comes earlier.
Cleaning the Air Cleaner Element

9

(1) Open the bonnet.
(2) Remove the clip, take out the dust cup, blow
the air from the inside of the element or
shake off the dust.

At this time, be careful

not to damage the fins.
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9. Inspecting the battery
The battery of this vehicle has no vent plug and
does not need be replenished with water. (The
battery is sealed type without the necessity to
replenish water in the overall life.)
When performing inspections or maintenance
services, check the battery condition with the
hydrometer.
If the hydrometer color is transparent ,
electrolyte has reduced and the battery has
come to the end of its life. Replace the battery
in such a case.

Warning
When connecting the battery, connect the
(+) side first and, when disconnecting it,
remove the (-) side first. If not, short circuit
and burn injury may result.

Danger
Avoid fast charging. Battery internal
pressure may increase leading to explosion.
< Perform the procedure below while the color
on the hydrometer is black.>
When the vehicle is operated in a cold district or
any other places where the atmospheric
temperature is low, engine is difficult to start, or
starter does not start because of self-discharge,
perform the auxiliary charge in the following
procedure.
1. Remove the battery.
2. Connect the (+) side of the battery to the (+)
side of the charger and the (-) side of the
battery to the (-) side of the charger.
3. Charge the battery at about 3 amperes for 8
to 10 hours. When the color on the
hydrometer is changed to green, charging is

Color which can be seen on the hydrometer
indicates the battery condition.
Color on
hydrometer

Charging
condition

Remedy

Green

Normality

Usable

Black

Discharge
Electricity

Auxiliary charge is
required.

Transparent Liquid decrease

End of life. The engine
will not be started.
Replace the battery.

<Cautions when seeing the hydrometer>
See the hydrometer when the vehicle is
placed horizontally.
See the hydrometer directly above it.
If the color on the hydrometer is transparent
or pale green , tap the meter to check for air
bubbles and see again.
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completed.
4. Install the battery to the vehicle.

10. Inspection of Pipes

Danger
Check the fuel pipe, radiator hose, and
power steering hose for damage and
leakage of fuel, oil or water and check the
clamps for looseness. Replace them every
2 years even if not damaged.
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11. Inspecting Electric Wires

Warning
Check the code for contact with other
parts, separation of sheathing, or
loosened connections every day before
operation.
Remove grass or dust attached to the
battery or wiring cleanly before and after
operation. If not, short-circuit or fire may
be caused.
12. Greasing (Injection)

Power steering cylinder (at 2 points), tie rod
end (2 points)

Check the grease every 50 hours. Before
starting work, check the grease at each
point and replenish if required.

Rolling seat

King pin

9
PTO shaft (front end)

Front wheel pivot shaft
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13. Inspecting and Adjusting the Fan Bel

Caution
Be sure to stop the engine.
Inspect and adjust the fan belt after the
engine has completely cooled down. If not,
you may get burnt.
Open the bonnet, push an intermediate point
of the fan belt by a force of about 100N
(10kgf) and check that the deflection of the
belt is about 10 to 15mm and check for
damage of the belt.
If the deflection is not correct, loosen the
alternator tightening bolt and adjust the
tension by moving the alternator. If the belt
slips after the alternator is moved, replace
the belt with new one.

(1) Open the bonnet.
(2) Pull out the radiator screen upward.
(3) Remove mowed grass or other dust. Clean
away the dust attached to the radiator taking
care not to damage the fins.
(4) Remove the net and discharge dust under
the radiator.

14. Cleaning the Radiator

Caution
Remove dust or grass deposited or
entangled on the inside. Remove grass and
other dust deposited around the V belt or
engine frequently. If not, a fire may be
caused.
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Grass and other dust attached to the radiator
may cause overheat. Always check and clean
before and after operation. Check even during
operation depending on the operating
conditions. If grass or dust attaches to the
lower part of the dash board or cooling air
suction net under the dash board, stop the
machine and remove it otherwise an overheat
may be caused.
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15. Inspection and Replacement of Fuse
and Slow Blow Fuse
Remove the cover of the fuse and check the
fuse.
Stop the engine and check the slow blow fuse.

16. Inspecting the Tire
Inspection of Tire
Check the tires of the front and rear wheels for
proper air pressure. It can be visually checked as
illustrated below

If the fuse blows out, replace with new one of
specified capacity.

Standard air pressure
Front
wheel
Rear
wheel

Tire size

Air pressure
kPa (kgf/cm2)

21×11.00-10-4PR

118 (1.2)

21×11.00-10-4PR

118 (1.2)

Check the tire for damage or crack.
Inspection of wheel fixing bolt
Check each wheel fixing bolt for looseness. If
looseness is noticed, retighten referring to the
values in the table below.
Wheel
Tightening torque Nm (kgf·cm)
Front
81.3
(810 ±±90)
110 ±±99(1120
90)
Rear
81.3
(810 ±±90)
110 ±±99(1120
90)

9

17. Color of Exhaust Gas
When the engine is started, a small amount of
black exhaust gas is emitted but usually exhaust
gas is colorless.
Black: ····Imperfect combustion because of too
rich fuel
White: ···Engine oil is burning. When the air
temperature is low, exhaust gas may
look white because of steam.
If black or white exhaust gas is emitted without
load, subject the vehicle to service at a dealer.
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18. Inspection and Adjustment of Brake

Warning
Check the brake for correct operation. If
not, an accident may be caused.
Press the brake pedal and check for specified
allowance (5
10mm) and same functioning
on the right and left sides. If the allowance of
the pedal is not as specified, remove the step
cover and adjust with the cable from the rear
wheel traveling section. If adjustment cannot
be completed at this point, remove the rear
wheel and adjust the adjusting point on the
inside of the rear wheel. Check that the
parking brake is properly applied with the
parking brake lever.
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19. Inspection and Adjustment of Clutch
Belt

Warning
Before starting the inspection and
adjustment, be sure to stop the engine,
apply the parking brake, pull out the key
and set the mower clutch lever to OFF . If
not, you may be injured.
Inspection of belt
(1) Open the bonnet.
(2) Check the belt for wear and damage.

Replacement of belt
(1) Open the bonnet.
(2) Set the mower clutch lever to the OFF
position.
(3) Remove the upper and lower belt covers.
(4) Replace the belt and adjust the belt tension
as described above.
[Caution for Handling]
When replacing the belt, replace both at the
same time.
Adjustment of belt tension
(1) Open the bonnet.
(2) Set the mower clutch lever to the ON
position and adjust the belt tension.
Proper belt tension is such that the
approximate center is deflected 5mm when
pressed by a force of 49N (5kgf). Adjust the
tension properly in the procedure below.
(3) Loosen the tension wire lock nut and adjust
the wire length.
(4) After the belt tension is properly adjusted,
tighten the lock nut.

9
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20. Maintenance of Mower
General maintenance
Check the blade bolts, blades and discharge
deflector daily for damage or looseness;
Make a general visual inspection of the
Mower for loose or damaged parts. Check
nuts and bolts periodically to insure against
looseness caused by vibration or rough
handling. Damaged parts should be repaired
or replaced before using the Mower again.
Lubrication /Gear box oil
Check the oil level every 25 hours.
(1) With the Mower leveling position, check
the oil level at the oil level check port.
(2) If the oil level is lower than Oil fill opening
level, add oil to the gearbox through the
filler hole.

Changing the Gear Box Oil
Change the oil after the first 50 hours of
operation and every 200 hours as follows:
1. Remove the mower from the tractor.
2. Stand the more vertically and place a block
to prevent the mower from falling down.
3. Drain the oil by unscrewing the drain plug.
Discard the oil.
4. With the Mower leveling position, add new
oil until the oil reaches to the oil level check
port. Use SAE90 gear oil.
5. Install the filler plug and oil level stick.
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Lubrication fittings
Supply grease to each grease nipple every 50
hours of operation. Clean the grease nipple
before supplying the grease.
Coat the
supporting points of each link, rotating areas
and universal joint spline with grease.

Supply grease to the idler pivot and right and
left front gauge wheels every 50 hours.

Section 9

Periodical inspections and services

Belt maintenance
The belt is located under the belt shield at
upper side of the Mower.
Check the belt after first 25 hours operation
and every 100 hours or when the belt begins
to slip.
Belt replacement
If the belt is worn or cracked, it must be
replaced.
Position the Tractor on a level and hard
surface. Stop the engine and apply the
parking brake.
(1) A mower is removed from vehicles.
(2) Remove both right and left Belt Cover.
(3) Remove Tension Spring.
(4) Remove Bracket A.

Caution
Please check before commencing slack of the
grade and bolt of the existence and wear of
damage, etc. Please fix whether damage parts
are exchanged.

Blade replacement and sharpening
For best cutting results the Mower blades
should be kept sharp. Ragged cut indicates the
blade may be dull. The blades should be
sharpened when they become A, and should
be replaced when they become B.

REMOVE THE BLADE
(1) Remove Mower to replace the blade.

(5) Lift the belt and turn the pulley slowly.
Remove the belt gradually from pulley.
(6) Clean the belt area.
(7) Turn each pulley to check for abnormalities.
If any abnormality is noticed, repair or
replace the pulley.
(8) Install the new belt.
(9) Attach Bracket A.
(10) Attach Tension Spring.
(11) Attach both right and left Belt cover.

9
(2) Insert a wooden block between the cutting
blade and more deck and lock the cutting
blade.
(3) Loosen the cutting blade fixing bolt and
remove the cutting blade using a socket
wrench or box spanner.
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Warning

Install the blade

When you exchange blade, please stop an
engine, and use a strong glove not injured.
The crowded work under which it goes
below a mower is very dangerous. Please
do not make it absolute.
Sharpen the blade
(1) As shown in the following figure, grind the
angle of the edge of a blade.
(2) Delete the edge of a blade 0.4 mm.
(3) Before attaching the ground blade, it
checks balance.

Install the blade as shown in above.
The mounting bolt for blade should be torqued 98
118 N m (1000 1200 kgf cm).
IMPORTANT: Be sure to install the "Conical Spring
Washer" facing to blade.
Nm(Kgf cm)
98-118(1000-1200)

If blades become badly worn or damaged replace
with new blades. Order new blades from your
dealer. It is recommended that blades be replaced
in sets. For your convenience keep a spare set of
blades on hand.

Warning
If the balance of a braid is bad, it will become
a cause of vibration and will lead to breakage
of a mower. Please be sure to maintain
balance.

Caution
When grinding a braid, it works by certainly
wearing an eye shield and a glove.
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Diagnosis

Warning
Refer to following chart if you find the machine not working correctly. Stop the engine first before
start inspection.
1. Engine related condition
Condition

Check Point

Safety switch may be functioning.

Starter does not
rotate when the key
switch is turned.

Remedy
Set the PTO lever to OFF , release
your foot from the traveling pedal, and
turn the key switch pressing the brake
pedal.

Replenish the battery electrolyte to the
Level of battery electrolyte or
specified level and charge the battery
battery discharge
fully.
Looseness or corrosion of battery Clean and tighten the terminals firmly.
terminals
Apply grease to prevent rust.
Blowout of fuse

Replace the fuse with new one.

Failure of switch

Subject to repair or replace at a
service plant.

Failure of starter motor

Subject to repair or replace at a
service plant.

Fuel level in the fuel tank

Replenish the fuel.

Air mixed in the fuel

Check the fuel pipe from the fuel tank
to injection pump.

Starter rotates but the
Fuel tap may be at the C (close) Set the fuel tap to the O (open)
engine does not start.
position.
position.
Key stop solenoid harness may be
Connect the harness firmly.
dislocated.

Engine rotates
irregularly.

Overheated engine

Air may be mixed in the fuel.

Check the fuel pipe from the fuel tank
to injection pump.

Water may be mixed in the fuel.

Discharge water and change the fuel
with light oil.

Clogging of injection nozzle

Repair or replace.

Clogging of fuel filter

Wash or replace.

Insufficient cooling water

Replenish the cooling water.

Loosened or damaged fan belt

Adjust the tension or replace the belt.

Clogging of radiator fin

Wash or replace.

Insufficient engine oil

Replenish the oil.

Overload operation

Reduce the load.
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Condition

Inspection Point
Clogging of air cleaner

Remedy
Inspect and clean the air cleaner.

Seized nozzle
Engine is running with
Insufficient compression pressure
low power.
Subject to repair by a service plant.
Improperly
adjusted
valve
clearance
White smoke emitted
from the muffler

Excessive engine oil
Too low viscosity of engine oil
Decreased engine oil

Engine oil lamp lights
up while driving

Charging lamp lights
up while driving.

2. Brake System
Condition

Too low engine oil viscosity
Failed pressure switch
Failed oil pump
Failure of alternator
Looseness or damage of fan belt

Inspection Point

Remedy

Ineffective or pulling
brake

Free-play of brake pedal

Adjust the free-play of pedal.

Unsmooth return of
brake pedal or
sticking brake

Failed brake return spring

Replace the spring.

3. Hydraulic System
Condition

Inspection Point
Insufficient HST oil

Implement will not
raise.

Implement will not
lower.
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Discharge excessive oil.
Change the oil to one of proper
viscosity.
Replenish the oil to specified level.
Change the oil to one of proper
viscosity.
Replace the switch.
Subject to repair by a service dealer.
Subject to repair by a service dealer.
Adjust the belt tension or replace the
belt.

Air being sucked into the intake
pipe.
Clogging of oil filter
Failure of HST pump
Dust caught in the control valve
or main valve. Failure of O ring.
Failure of cylinder
Dust caught in the control valve
or main valve.
Failure of cylinder

Remedy
Replenish to specified level.
Retighten the oil filter or mounting
point. Replace cracked pipe or
damaged O rings, if any.
Replace the oil filter.
Subject to repair by a service dealer.
Subject to repair by a service dealer.
Subject to repair by a service dealer.
Subject to repair by a service dealer.
Subject to repair by a service dealer.

Section 10
4.

Diagnosis

Electric System
Condition
Inspection Point
Burnt-out light bulb

Lamp does not light
up.

Remedy
Replace the light bulb.

Blown fuse

Replace the fuse.

Improper connection of wiring
Failed switch

Inspect and connect firmly.
Replace the switch.
Tighten the earth wire firmly to the
main body.
Charge.

Improper earthing
Discharged battery

10
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1. Main consumable parts
Engine system
Part code
08010 9061
14051 7020
36072 0130

Name

Q ty/unit
1
1
1

Remarks
Type A, 36.5 inches

Hydraulic, air cleaner and belt related parts
Part code
Name
A5236 0020
Suction strainer
34050 0780
Oil filter: HST
31453 1176
Air cleaner: In
31453 1177
Air cleaner: Out
A9866 0230
V belt: Clutch

Q ty/unit
1
1
1
1
2

Remarks
Inside of a hydraulic tank

Electric components
Part code
38541 0330
38562 0220
38541 0070
38541 0200
38512 0030

Name
Slow blow fuse: 50A
Connector: diode
Fuse: 5A
Fuse: 30A
Bulb

Q ty/unit
1
2
3
1
4

Name

Q ty/unit

Fan belt
Engine oil filter
Fuel filter

For inner use
For outer use
W800 SB36

Remarks

Pilot lamp bulb

Mower
Part code
64531 0330

Blade

08010 9127

V belt

2RLA Multi-belt 118 inches

Remarks

3

MM60DSG-2

1

MM60DSG-2

2. Standard accessories
A9568 0040
09110 2430
A0081 0811
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Name
Tool bag
Closed wrench 24x30
Operators manual

Q ty/unit
1
1
1

Remarks

Section 11

Others

3. Specifications
Vehicle

Vehicle body size

Model

SG250

Overall length

mm

Overall width

mm

Wheel base

1730

(mm)

1500

Front wheel

mm

1310

Rear wheel

mm

1310

Wheel

Ground clearance

Engine

1590

mm

Overall height

Tread

2495

mm

Reference clearance 140 (lower side of mower deck)

Front wheel size

21×11.00×10 4PLY

Rear wheel size

21×11.00×10 4PLY

Model

SHIBAURA N843

Type

water cooled 4 cycle Diesel engine

No. of cylinders

3

Displacement
Rated output

cc

1496

kw(PS)/rpm

18.4(25.0)/2450

Drive

2WD/4WD
HST

Brake

Internal expanding type

P.T.O. clutch

Belt tension

Forward

Speed

Vehicle body

Transmission

Reverse

2WD km/h

0 – 18

4WD km/h

0–9

2WD km/h

0 – 12

4WD km/h

0–6

Weight kg (vehicle)
Capacity

Fuel tank capacity
Hydraulic oil capacity
Engine oil
Radiator

770
liter

26

liter

23

liter

3.5

liter

4

Battery

55B24L

Mower
Model
Cutting width mm
Cutting height

mm

Ground Following
Brade No
Brade
Gear oil

MM60DSG-2
1524
25～110
Gauge wheel

11

3

Size mm
L

Weight kg

7×60×523
0.4
160
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5. Tightening Torque List
[Bolt and Nat]
Nominal

Coarse screw thread

Strength

size of

division of

thread

bolts

Pitch

M5

M6

M8

M10

M12

M14

M16

M18

M20

Pitch

Tightening torque
(Nm)

(kgf cm)

15.2 20.2

155 205

26.5 34.3

270 350

290 370

30.4 40.2

310 410

25.5 33.3

260 340

28.5 36.3

290 370

44.1 55.9

450 570

49.0 62.8

500 640

10T, 10.9

54.0 69.6

550 710

57.9 73.5

590 750

4T, 4.8

37.3 47.1

380 480

43.1 54.9

440 560

65.7 83.3

670 850

74.5 94.1

760 960

10T, 10.9

92.0 116.0

940 1180

99.0 127.0

1010 1290

4T, 4.8

62.8 80.4

670 850

69.7 87.3

710 890

104.0 132.0

1060 1340

116.0 148.0

1190 1510

10T, 10.9

139.0 175.0

1420 1780

149.0 185.0

1520 1880

4T, 4.8

86.1 110.1

880 1120

91.0 115.0

930 1170

149.0 185.0

1520 1880

157.0 193.0

1600 1960

10T, 10.9

205.0 255.0

2100 2600

220.0 270.0

2250 2750

4T, 4.8

113.0 141.0

1160 1440

131.0 163.0

1340 1660

196.0 236.0

2000 2400

230.0 280.0

2350 2850

10T, 10.9

275.0 333.0

2800 3400

299.0 367.0

3050 3750

4T, 4.8

144.0 180.0

1470 1830

171.0 211.0

1750 2150

240.0 290.0

2450 2950

275.0 333.0

2800 3400

363.0 441.0

3700 4500

397.0 485.0

4050 4950

(Nm)

(kgf cm)

1.5 2.1

15 21

2.6 3.6

27 37

10T, 10.9

3.5 4.9

36 50

4T, 4.8

2.8 4.0

29 41

4.9 6.9

50 70

10T, 10.9

6.7 9.3

68 96

4T, 4.8

4.9 6.9

50 70

8.3 11.3

85 115

10T, 10.9

11.7 15.7

120 160

4T, 4.8

12.7 16.7

130 170

22.6 28.4

230 290

10T, 10.9

28.5 36.3

4T, 4.8

4T, 4.8

M4

Tightening torque

Fine screw thread

7T, 8T, 8.8

7T, 8T, 8.8

7T, 8T, 8.8

7T, 8T, 8.8

7T, 8T, 8.8

7T, 8T, 8.8

7T, 8T, 8.8

7T, 8T, 8.8

7T, 8T, 8.8

7T, 8T, 8.8
10T, 10.9

0.7

0.8

1.0

1.25

1.5

1.75

2.0

2.0

2.0

2.5

1.0

1.25

1.25

1.5

1.5

1.5

1.5

[Cautions] Refer to the bolt head mark for intensity classification.
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[Hydraulic Hose and Pipe]
Tightening hose union nut tightening torque

Adaptor (with O-ring) lock nut tightening torque

Nominal size

G1/4

G3/8

G1/2

Nominal size

G1/4

G3/8

G1/2

N·m

24.5

49

58.8

N·m

39.2

49

58.8

kgf·m

2.5

5.0

6.0

kgf·m

4.0

5.0

6.0

R screw tightening torque
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Nominal size

1/8

1/4

3/8

1/2

3/4

N·m

21.6

35.3

53.9

84.3

127

kgf·m

2.2

3.6

5.5

8.6

13.0
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